was assembled and the entire editorial board was polled for nominations to the committee.
• Gibson and Eyre-Walker, "Investigating Evolutionary Rate Variation in Bacteria" (Gibson and Eyre-Walker 2019) . • Guerin et al., "Stress Adapted Mollusca and Nematoda Exhibit Convergently Expanded Hsp70 and AIG1 Gene Families" (Guerin et al. 2019 (2019) is the Zuckerkandl Prize Award winner. This study examines the role of sequence duplications within an RNA molecule on structural and functional diversification. Over short evolutionary periods, they find substantial complexification of the structural repertoire underpinning similar binding functions, but only see limited functional innovation. This work touches on many timely topics, including the role of duplication in innovation, the ease of adaptive biochemical evolution, and the complexity of genotype-phenotype-function mapping over long evolutionary timescales when duplication acts together with point substitution, using a creative model RNA study system. Beyond its generalizability to broader biology, it is also an important study within the RNA in vitro evolution field. Journal of Molecular Evolution is proud to congratulate the authors on this work.
